PAPRSUSP1
PAPR Suspender Instructions
PAPRSUSP1 Suspender Kit includes 2 ea.
two-piece shoulder straps with slide buckle.

The Bullard PAPRSUSP1 suspenders are designed for use with any
Bullard PAPR system. The suspenders are designed to provide
additional support for the weight of the blower and battery by
crossing over the shoulders and attaching to the belt on either side
of the blower.

Attaching suspenders to the PAPR Belt:
1. T hread the PAPR belt buckle through the loop on the longer suspender
strap and slide the loop over the belt on one side of the blower. Continue
to slide the suspender loop onto the belt until it is resting near the blower
housing. Make sure the double slide adjustment on the suspender strap is
facing outward. See figure 1.

3. Complete

donning of the PAPR belt and blower by fastening the PAPR
belt buckle.
4. W
 ith the suspender straps in place, adjust the PAPRSUSP1 suspender by
pulling on either of the short straps that are threaded through the double
slide adjustment. Pull the double straps to position the buckle on the front
of the worker to the desired location and to tighten the suspender strap
for comfort. Repeat this for both sides. See figure 3.

Figure 1
Repeat on other side of the belt using the second suspender strap.

2. C ross one of the installed suspender straps over to the opposite side of
the belt and thread the PAPR belt buckle through the loop on the shorter
suspender strap. Make sure the double buckle slide adjustment on the
suspender strap is facing outward. Repeat for other suspender strap.
When complete, the suspender straps should cross over the shoulder on
the back of the worker. See figure 2.

Figure 3
5. O
 nce size and comfort adjustments are complete, the user may cut off any
unneeded suspender strap material.

NOTE
Figure 2
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The PAPR blower should remain seated on the waist of the worker with
the suspender straps tight enough to remain comfortable.
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